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 SRS are a critical factor for success 

 IEEE Std. 830-1998 «Recommended Practice for SRS» 

 Requirements should be: correct, unambiguous, 
complete, consistent, ranked, verifiable, modifiable, 
traceable 

 Some of those aren’t easy to fulfill 

Requirements Engineering 
Desired Characteristics 



 

 Requirements Completeness 

 Features divided in core and supplementary features 

 Crosscutting behaviour: scattering and tangling 

 Requirements Maintainability 

 Two main reasons for maintainability: effective impact analysis of 
change requests and lower cost of requirements developmen 

 Not taken into account: new specifications, overwritten 
requirements 

 Mainly due to lack of requiremnt structure and incomplete view 
of existing functionality 

Requirements Engineering 
Issues 
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Requirements Engineering 
Issues 



 SAD: Structured analysis and design  

 OOAD: Object-oriented analysis and design  

 ASD: Agile software development  

 AOSD: Aspect-oriented software development  

Methodologies 



Methodologies 
Requirement Process 



 Addresses problems caused by crosscutting concerns 
during requirement stages 

 Provides means to identify, modularize, compose and 
specify crosscutting concerns 

 Extension of Separation of Concerns, providing a two-
dimensional decomposition:  
 core features 

 crosscutting concerns 

 Improvement of requirements modularization, enhancing 
completeness and maintainability of requirements 

Aspect-Oriented Requirement 
Engineering 



AORE 
Requirement Process 



 

 Identification of EA by means of a manual inspection, 
based on experience or catalogs of recurrent CCC, or 
by using a semiautomatic tool 

 

 Specification of general behavior of each early aspect 

 

Adopting AORE - Analysis 
Identifying CCC 



Adopting AORE - Analysis 
Identifying CCC 



 It is a structure to link the two-dimensional model 
(core vs. crosscutting features) 

 “means that for each core feature context we 
indicate which crosscutting concerns impact this core 
feature and become a part of its context” 

 Provides a holistic view of the application 
functionality 

 

Adopting AORE - Analysis 
Requirements Composition Table 



Adopting AORE - Analysis 
Requirements Composition Table 



 

 Establishes how CCC affect other features 

 Three types of composition rules: 

 Wrap: a CCC imposes a constraint and controls the 
entire context of a core feature 

 Override: a CCC can interrupt the core feature flow and 
change its outcome 

 Overlap: a CCC adds detail to a core feature 

Adopting AORE - Specification 
Composition Rules 



 

 A CCC is shown a use case using the <<aspect>> 
stereotype 

 Each composition is represented by a relationship 
with an according stereotype: 

 <<wrap>>: dashed arrow pointing from CCC to UC 

 <<override>> and <<overlap>>: dashed arrow pointing 
from UC to CCC 

Adopting AORE - Specification 
Composition Rules in UML 



Adopting AORE - Specification 
Composition Rules in UML 



 

 Are steps or portions of the use case specification 
which are impacted by one or more crosscutting 
concern 

 Indicates the composition of a use case with the 
affected CCC 

 Don’t confuse with extension points 

 It may imply some specification refactorings 

Adopting AORE - Specification 
Join Points 



Adopting AORE - Specification 
Join Points 



 

 Means capturing high-level ideas about how these 
concerns affect a given requirement (such as a use 
case) 

 The complete details about the CCC are encapsulated 
in a specific document per CCC, while realizations 
represent the influence of a CCC over a core feature 

Adopting AORE - Specification 
Realization of CCC 
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